The emission of synchrotron radiation damps the incoherent betatron oscillations of a pinched beam, causing its radius to shrink. However, the rate of shrinkage is small compared with the rate of expansion caused by scattering for typical propagation parameters.
I. Introduction
It has been occasionally suggested that the emission of incoherent synchrotron radiation would strongly damp the betatron oscillations of single particles in a pinched beam. This idea probably results from a confusion of the beam radius with the actual radius of curvature of a particle orbit, which is of order k ~ . To settle this point, a simple example of radiation induced shrinkage is worked through here. It is found that the radius (a) decreases according to the formula where a Q and Y, are initial values of a and the relativistic factor y and I is net current. This scale length should be compared with the Nordise'ck length for expansion due to scattering where
(1)
is the four-momentum,
is the Lorentz four-force, T is the proper time: is the radiation reaction four-force. Here we use the convention
so we have the momentum invariant
Equation ( Equation (3), written in explicit terms is
The simplest beam model which is self consistent and contains the radiation phenomena is an infinitely long rod of constant current (1) The assumption that I is constant and that J vanish outside radius a implies that there are small secondary (plasma) currents flowing in the r and z directions to compensate for changes in the beam current. This is incorporated
•into J . There is no problem with E and net J vanishing.
The dynamics of a single particle which resides at the beam edge are studied. In the absence of any radiation reaction, its crb't would be a helix of radius a , with centrifugal force balancing the pinch force from the
current.
Due to radiation reaction this particle has a radial velocity v r » # .
whici we compute here. It can be assumed that the particle of interest continues to define the beam edge despite the radial motions of other particles, e.g., the beam may be comprised entirely of helical orbits which shrink in a laminar pattern.
It will be seen that displacement current may be ignored and Eq. (14) yields for the magnetic field experienced by the particle at radius a B e (a) = fl .
For radii greater than a we have B e (r > a) = i-i , 
which is conserved by Eqs. (22a -d) (verification is left to the reader).
IV. Solution in Terms of Dimension!ess "Variables
Equations (22a) - (22d) 
Similarly let and define the constant 
In lowest order of Y" 1 , Eqs. (29) and (30) yield
jf---« r .
Equation (34) 
which is probably small for any parameter range of interest.
